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.,::.Corn;&i FdE,week two r6port.e were reoeived frolp Bather covering work: 
. The first was on the velocity distribution of neutrons 

emitted from a slow neutron source and the second was on the slow neutron 
resonance energy of Au and I. In the first report, the expected deviation@ 
between e Mnxwellien distribution end that actually observed for C type 
neutrons was observed. In the’second report, the resonance level in Au ; 
ms determined es 4.5 electronvolts and that in I was determined es being 
epproxixately 36 electron volts. The ~ck2tron at Cornell is undergohg 
repairs and cleaning and shonld shortly be reedy to be put back into 
operation. The apparatus for the new set of experiments is now being 
constructed and should be ready es soon ea the cyclotron is in operation.. 

q Princeton: Three reports came in from Princeton , 
one from &euta and one from Snyder. 

one SDom Fmnan and his gro&, 
Furmsn resorted on certain experiments 

to estimate correctly the amount of boron present when there ie a large 
excess of fluoride. A tentative but promising procedure has been developed. 
Furman also reported that polarographic studies had been carried on in an 
attempt to estimate the cuPotmt of c-and cobalt presbent in the materials. 
Using an old specimen of the oxide, no ‘iadication of cadmium was obtained 
while cobalt was already known to be present. Aocompanying the report mere 
reports.of analysis on the metal produced by Westinghouse for boron, a 
tentative analysis of fluoride from Johns Hopkine and of the metal made from 
it, en analysis of the berryliue oxide powder used in the fabrication of 
crucibles for Westinghouse and of the boron content in some of the St. 
Ikry’S coal. Furman reported that Wr. Stanley had b&n sent to the Bureau 
of Standards to spend tvo days corn 

7 
ing the Princeton boron tests with those 

done by Wr. Soherrer at the Bureau. Creuts reported that’ the Rinceton 
group had decided to stay there until the heating experiment had been co- 
pleted. He also reported on his, visit to the Rush Berrylinm Corporation, 
partioularly with respect to the fabrication of berrylium tubes. Creuta 
raised the question as to the possible presence of boron in the her&ium 
due to the feet that borax ig sometimes used in the production of tmrrylium 
(Allison says that the Sureeu of Stand&de 5s unable to find any trace 
of boron in the berrylium which Rnsh Berrylium is delivering to us). 
Creuta also reported on his visit to the.Globar Division of the Carborundum 
Compsny in which he fomd available materiels which according to the corms- 
pondence rith the Company, did not exist. The outcome of his visit would 
indicate that the materials we might desire are available for wdiate 
shipment. At the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Conperry, Creuta obtained 
samples of airconitim oxide crucibles, which they are developing for use 
in casting the met.9.l. Two of these have been sent to Anderson, one to 
Warden and one to Princeton. 

The final Rinceton d a enggestion for measurements of. 
to 105 eleotron volts, by the use.of 
is mork’lp under cormtnaotiti end 4: , ., 
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New Pork University: The experiments an the aging effect in alcohol argon counters 
and in mthane couutms were started. The stebilieed high voltage set was 
nearly completed and work we8 pushed ahead on the thin window colpters. An 
experimental 'couuter of this type :is practically reedy for test.: It is 
hoped that it dll be poesible to operate this couuter at atmospheric pressure 
and that it will he posaihle to couut the total b-eta-ray emission from a test 
foil, using both sides of the foil. lark is also going ahead on the neutron 
cross section measurement epparetus. 

Westinghousd; At Westinghouse things vme moving ahead at high speed, metal is. : 
being steadily produced so that the ten kg. order'which Westinghouse now haa I 

w will probably be completed within the next three weeks. There ie some 2 to 3 kg, 
of metal now available et Westinghouse, 1 kg: from the fluoride and epproximateQ 
2~ kg?,from the Westinghouse salt. The technique of castin e metal has been 
large& mastered and the metal has been gotten into duct11 ,,so that rods have 9 
been drawn of approximately l/8" in diameter and also wire down to sores 20 or 30 
md,s. The metd~haa also been machined using e round-nosed tool with suitable 1 
and cooling with e slow stream of water. Marden is particnlsrly anxious that 
a decision be reached on the shape and siae of the metal castinga. It is iv+ 
perative if production is to go ahead according to schedule that orders be 
placed immediately for the crucibles. He is very anxious to know ala0 just 
how round the spheres must be so that he can set tolerances on the crucibles. 
He hopes to be able to cast actual spheres instead of the hemispheres as cast 

The he&spheres cast for Creuta had densities of 18.89 and 18.98, 
ich is somewhat higher than previous figures, but is undoubtedly due to the 

purity of this material. Some difficulty is being had in obtaining 
icient qusntities of high purity materials for production. A month's 
ly has been ordered and nany of 
inghouse pled. 

these materiels are now on hand at the 

production 
Installation of equipment is going ahead rapidly and 

should begin in approximately six weeks, although it will not 
reach full swing for et least eight weeks. One possible source of grief 
in the production program will come if the size of the units necessary for 
our work should prove to be too big. Spheres of approximately 19 in diameter 
CM be reedily melted with spark gap oscillators which are readily available 
in the Westinghouse organieetion. These oscillatora can be gotten quickly 
and spares ten be on hand to take cme of continuous operation emergencies. 
Also the power supply et Westlnghonse is ample to take care of these oscillators. 

. If we should require large epheree of 2eor 3" in diameter, two difficulties - arise. The first of these is in obtaining the necessary vacuum tub oscillators, 
the second is in the obtaining of the required power supply. It is possible to 

i 

get e 50 or 100 kx. osoilletor, if this is necessary. To get duplicate equip- 
ment would be difficult. The 'power supply situation, however, turns out to be 
rather critical, and with the present situation as far es priorities on power 

: 

line equipment is.concerned, might be an almost insurmountable obstacle. For 
these reasons also, garden would very much like to know just what aise will 

z be required. With the spark oscillator8 they are melting successfully amounts 
: of metal up to the neighborhood of 800 grams. 
5. 
i Regal says that the Eldorado Nlneo people 
< 
j 

e airplane load of supplies has already gone 
01. He stated that the oxide cayabity 
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of the Port Hopeplant could be pushed up to 8 to10 tone per month, hut that 
this appeared to be the limit. Thig,limit ie fixed by furnace capacity. Iu 
addition to the oxide, it fspc(ssibla~for them tO5ppl.y nitrate triply re- 
crystaliaed at about 2 tona permonth; present capacity. This cepacity, ho& 
they oau expand readily so‘thet it should'be possible.for them to deliver i&:' 
the neighborhood of ten tons of triply recrystalised'nitrate in the near future 
if this should be desired. Rage1 says that they have on hand some 150 tom 
of the material'reedy for processing et the present tige. I did not get an 
estimate of how much ore they expect to be able to bring down this summer. 

? lletalHydrfdes.Corcoretionc Wile in geshington a couference was held with 
Alexander. He states that he is now reedy to go into production of the 
metal useing the pure calcium and hopes\to have the powder reedy in the near 
future. The new equipment has not yet been instelled completely so the first 
50 lbs. may be processed in the old leachtig tank. The new furnaces are bei.ug 
delivered and it is hoped that they can be in rapid production in the near i 
future. 

1' Bureau of Standards: At the Bureau of Standards, Vfensel is going to have measure- 
ments made of the vapor pressure of the metal and also of its thermal conductivi 
The chemical teats are going ahead with considerable work being done ou the 
spectroscopic aualysis. The Bureau of Standards' tilting induction furnace is 
nor reedy for use and is available to cast the metal produced by Alexander in 
e variety of forms. 




